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Abstract

We investigate by means of Monte Carlo simulation and finite-size scaling analysis the critical properties of th
dimensional O(5) non-linearσ model and of the antiferromagneticRP2 model, both of them regularized on a lattice. Hi
accuracy estimates are obtained for the critical exponents, universal dimensionless quantities and critical couplings.
cluded that both models belong to the same universality class, provided that rather non-standard identifications are ma
momentum-space propagator of theRP2 model. We have also investigated the phase diagram of theRP2 model extended by a
second-neighbor interaction. A rich phase diagram is found, where most of the phase transitions are of the first order.
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1. Introduction

Universality is sometimes expressed in a someh
defectively simple way: some critical properties (t
universal ones) of a system are given by space
mensionality and the local properties (i.e., near
identity element) of the coset spaceG/H, whereG
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is the symmetry group of the high-temperature ph
andH is the remaining symmetry group of the br
ken phase (low temperature). As we shall discuss,
subtle point making the above statement not strai
forward to use, is thatG needs not to be the symmet
group of the microscopic Hamiltonian, but that of t
coarse-grained fixed-point action.

On the spirit of the above statement, some ti
ago [1] a seemingly complete classification was o
tained of the universality classes of three-dimensio
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systems whereG = O(3). In this picture, a phase tran
sition of a vector model, with O(3) global symmetry
and with an O(2) low-temperature phase symmet
in three dimensions must belong to the O(3)/O(2)

scheme of symmetry breaking (classical Heisenb
model). In addition, ifH = O(1) = Z2 is the remain-
ing symmetry, the corresponding scheme should
O(4)/O(3) which is locally isomorphic to O(3)/O(1).1

This classification has been challenged by the ch
models[2]. However, the situation is still hotly de
bated: some authors believe that the chiral transit
are weakly first-order[3], while others claim[4] that
the chiral universality class exists, implying the re
vance of the global properties ofG/H.

In this Letter, we shall consider the three-dime
sional antiferromagnetic (AFM)RP2 model [5–8],
a model displaying a second-order phase transi
and escaping from the previously expressed parad
It is worth recalling[9,10] that one of the phase trans
tions found in models for colossal magnetoresista
oxides [11] belongs to the universality class of th
AFM RP2 model. The microscopic Hamiltonian o
this model has a global O(3) symmetry group, while
the low-temperature phase has, at least, a rem
ing O(2) symmetry[9]. We will show here that the
model belongs to the universality class of the thr
dimensional O(5) non-linearσ model. Some ground
for this arises from a hand-waving argument, s
gested to us by one of the referees of Ref.[9] (see
below).

The universality class of the three-dimensio
O(5) non-linearσ model has received less attenti
that O(N) models withN = 0,1,2,3 and 4. In spite
of that, it has been recently argued that O(5) could
be relevant for the high-temperature supercond
ing cuprates[12]. Nevertheless, perturbative fiel
theoretic methods have been used to estimate
critical exponents[13–16]. From the numerical side
only a rather unconvincing Monte Carlo simulati
[17] was available until very recently. Fortunate
there has been a recent, much more careful s
[18]. Yet, the scope of Ref.[18] was to determine
whether an interaction explicitly degrading the O(5)

symmetry to an O(3) ⊕ O(2) group was relevant in

1 This statement assumes that theglobal properties of the cose
G/H are irrelevant, only the local properties matter.
the renormalization-group sense. To that end, th
authors concentrated in producing extremely accu
data on small lattices.

Our purpose is to study in greater detail the criti
properties of the three-dimensional O(5) non-linear
σ model, and of the AFMRP2 model. We improve
over previous studies of both models, obtaining m
accurate estimates for critical exponents, universa
mensionless quantities and non-universal critical c
plings. As symmetries play such a prominent role,
will also explore the possibilities of changing tho
of the low-temperature phase by adding a seco
neighbors coupling to the Hamiltonian of the AF
RP2 model.

2. The models

We are considering a system ofN -component nor-
malized spins{�vi} placed in a three-dimensional sim
ple cubic lattice of sizeL with periodic boundary con
ditions. The actions of our lattice systems are

SO(N) = −β
∑
〈i,j〉

(�vi · �vj ),

(1)SRPN−1 = −β
∑
〈i,j〉

(�vi · �vj )
2,

where the sums are extended to all pairs of nea
neighbors. Our sign convention is fixed by the pa
tion function:

(2)Z =
∫ ∏

i

d �vi e−S ,

d �v being the rotationally invariant measure over
N -dimensional unit sphere.

To construct observables, in addition to the vec
field �vi , we consider the (traceless) tensorial field

(3)τ
αβ
i = vα

i v
β
i − 1

N
δαβ, α,β = 1, . . . ,N.

The interesting quantities related with the order
rameters can be constructed in terms of the Fou
transforms of the fields (fi = �vi, τi )

(4)f̂ (p) = 1

L3

∑
i

e−ip·r i fi .

For RPN−1 models, the local gauge invarian
�vi → −�vi implies that the relevant observables a
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constructed in terms of the tensor field. However,
O(N) we have found very interesting to consider
well quantities related with the tensor field.

We construct the scalars (under global O(N) trans-
formations and spatial translations)

SV(p) = �̂v(p) · �̂v∗(p),

(5)ST(p) = tr τ̂ (p)τ̂ ∗(p),

which, in addition to the action, are the only quantit
measured during the simulation. Their mean val
yield the propagators:

(6)GT,V(p) = L3〈ST,V(p)
〉
.

In the thermodynamic limit and at the critical poin
the propagator is expected to have poles atpf

0 =
(0,0,0) and, for the antiferromagnetic model, atps

0 =
(π,π,π)2:

(7)G(p0 + δp) ≈ Zξ−η

(δp)2 + ξ−2
,

whereξ‖δp‖ 	 1, and the exponentsηf andηs corre-
spond to independent wave function renormalizat
at each pole. Note that close to the critical pointξ f and
ξs are expected to remain proportional to each ot
(this will be explicitly checked numerically).

The (non-connected) susceptibilities are simply

(8)χ = G(p0).

In a finite lattice an extremely useful definition
the correlation length can be obtained from the (d
crete) derivative ofG(p). Using δp = (2π/L,0,0)

one obtains[19,20]

(9)ξ =
(

G(p0)/G(p0 + δp) − 1

4 sin2(π/L)

)1/2

.

We also compute the cumulants

(10)U4 = 〈S2〉
〈S〉2

.

Finally, the energy per link is

(11)E = 〈
S/

(−3βL3)〉.
2 In the remaining part of this section, if a subindex V or T do

not explicitly appears, it will imply that the equation is validboth
for vector or tensor quantities. The same convention will apply
superscript (f) (ferromagnetic) and (s) (staggered). Staggered q
tities are useful only for antiferromagnetic models.
We have computedβ-derivatives of observable
through their connected correlation with the acti
Furthermore, we have extrapolated mean-values f
the simulation coupling, to a neighboring value ofβ

using the standard reweighting techniques, that co
all the relevant part of the critical region[20].

The relationship between the O(5) model and the
RP2 model arises from the Landau–Wilson–Fish
Hamiltonian for theRP2 system[9]. Indeed, at the
mean field level[6,9], the ferromagnetic quantities a
simple functions of the staggered ones. This sugg
to construct the Landau–Wilson–Fisher Hamilton
from the staggered magnetization, which is a tracel
real, symmetric 3× 3 matrix:

(12)Mα,β
s =

∑
i

(−1)xi+yi+zi τ
α,β
i .

Note thatMs has 5 independent quantities. It is the
fore a simple matter to obtain a five-components r
vector�v such that�v2 = trM2

s. The less trivial part re
gards the fourth-order interaction terms. In princip
the O(3) symmetry of the microscopic Hamiltonia
would allow for a trM4

s term and a[trM2
s]2 one. Sur-

prisingly enough, both terms are proportional to(�v2)2.
Thus, assuming that sixth-order terms are irrelev
the Landau–Wilson–Fisher Hamiltonian is expected
have a O(5) symmetry group and both models belo
to the same universality class. This does not only
plies that both models have the same critical expon

but also that theL → ∞ limit of U
O(5)
4,V and ofUs,RP2

4
(evaluated at their respective critical couplings) co
cide.

3. Numerical methods

In the O(5) model we have studied lattice siz
L = 6,8,12,16,24,32,48,64,96 and L = 128, at
β = 1.1812. We have combined a Wolff’s single clu
ter update with Metropolis. Ourelementary Monte
Carlo step (EMCS) consists of(10L+1) Wolff’s clus-
ter updates and then a full-lattice Metropolis swe
We take measurements after every EMCS. Since
average size of clusters grows asL2−η ≈ L2, 80%
of simulation time we are tracing clusters for allL,
while Metropolis accounts for 10% of time and me
surements for the remaining 10%. The total simulat
time has been the equivalent to 600 days of Pentium
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at 3.2 GHz. The number of EMCS ranges from 108 for
L = 6 to 1.4×106 atL = 128. The integrated autoco
relation times for the susceptibility and for the ener
are smaller than 1 EMCS for all the simulated latt
sizes.

Since we are interested in high accuracy estima
we have used double precision arithmetics. One
needs to worry about the pseudo-random num
generator. We have therefore implemented a Schw
ger–Dyson test. It turned out that the 32-bits Par
Rapuano pseudo-random number generator[21] pro-
duces biased results. Either the Parisi–Rapuano
congruential generator[22] or the 64 bits Parisi–
Rapuano generator cured this bias. The 64 bits Pa
Rapuano generator is faster and it has been our
choice.

For the antiferromagneticRP2 model, no efficient
cluster method is available. We have simulated in
tice sizes fromL = 8,12,16,24,32,48 andL = 64 at
β = −2.41. We used a multi-hit Metropolis sequent
algorithm. Making a new spin proposal completely
dependent from the previous spin value, we achi
an acceptance of about 30%. We have used 2 hits w
ensures a 50% acceptance. The observables have
measured every two Metropolis full-lattice sweep (o
EMCS).

The number of EMCS ranges from 108 for L = 8 to
7× 108 for L = 64. In units of the integrated autoco
relation timeτ (for the order parameter) we have mo
than 106τ for L = 64. The data up toL = 48 were
obtained in Pentium IV clusters (simulation time w
roughly equivalent to a 1000 days of a single proc
sor). For the largest lattice, data were obtained in
Mare Nostrum computer of the Barcelona Superco
puting Center (simulation time was roughly equivale
to 3000 days of a single processor).

We perform a finite-size scaling analysis, using
quotients method[5,6,20]. In this approach, one com
pares the mean value of an observable,O, in two sys-
tems of sizesL1 andL2, at the value ofβ where the
correlation length in units of the lattice sizes coincid
for both systems. If, for the infinite volume syste
〈O〉(β) ∝ |β − βc|−xO , the basic equation of the quo
tient method is

Q
L1,L2
O ≡ 〈O(β,L2)〉

〈O(β,L1)〉
∣∣∣∣ ξ(L2,β)

ξ(L1,β)
= L2

L1

(13)= (L2/L1)
xO/ν

(
1+ AOL−ω + · · ·),
1
t
n

where the dots stand for higher-order scaling c
rections,ν is the correlation-length critical exponen
−ω is the (universal) first irrelevant critical exponen
while AO is a non-universal amplitude. In a typic
application, one fixes the ratios = L2/L1 to 2, and
consider pairs of latticesL and 2L. A linear extrapola-
tion in L−ω is used to extract the infinite volume limi
One just needs to make sure that the minimum lat
size included in the extrapolation is large enough
safely neglect the higher-order corrections. Of cou
any quantity scaling likeξ at the critical point, such
asLU4, may play the same role in Eq.(13). However,
usuallyξ yields smaller scaling corrections thanU4.

The extrapolation method based on Eq.(13) is
feasible for the antiferromagneticRP2 model. Un-
fortunately, for the O(5) model the amplitudeAO

is surprisingly small. In fact, resummation of th
ε-expansion yieldsω = 0.79(2) [13], while blind
use of Eq.(13) on our numerical data would predi
ω ≈ 2. We have then considered an additional c
rection term,ÃOL−σ . The exponentσ is an effective
way of taking into account a variety of higher-ord
scaling corrections of similar magnitude (anL−2ω

contribution, subleading universal irrelevant critic
corrections, analytic corrections, effects of the n
linearity of the scaling fields, etc.[20]). Its utility will
be in that it allow us to give sensible error estimates
the infinite-volume extrapolations, instead of blun
takingAO = 0.

The most precise way of extracting the critical e
ponent,ω, and the critical pointβc is to consider the
crossing point of dimensionless quantities such asξ/L

andU4. Indeed, comparing their values in latticesL1
andL2, one finds that they take a common value at

(14)

βL2,L1
c = βc + B

1− (L2/L1)
−ω

(L2/L1)1/ν − 1
L

−ω−1/ν

1 + · · · .

The non-universal amplitudeB depends on the consid
ered dimensionless quantity. Again, one usually t
pairs of latticesL and 2L, and extrapolates to infinit
volume using Eq.(14), maybe performing a joint fi
for the crossing points of several dimensionless qu
tities. Again, for the O(5) model the amplitudesB are
exceedingly small, and we need to add to Eq.(14) an
analogous higher-order term, whereσ plays the role
of ω, and with amplitudeB̃.
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4. Results for the O(5) model

The first step is the location of the critical poi
and the scaling corrections exponent. InTable 1we
show the crossing pointsβL,2L

c for the dimensionles
quantitiesξV/L andU4,V. To study the finite size cor
rections, we need to fit them to

(15)βL,2L
c ≈ βc + BL−ω−1/ν + B̃L−σ−1/ν.

Fixing B̃ = 0 yields ω larger than 2 which is unac
ceptable given the field theory estimateω = 0.79(2)

[13]. Our interpretation is thatB is too small to be ob
served even with our 6-digit accuracy. We have the
fore fixed ω = 0.79(4) and we have taken as fit p
rametersβc, B, B̃ andσ . We have doubled the fiel
theory error inω for safety. To further constrainβc
(andσ ), we have performed a joint fit of the crossin
points for bothξV/L andU4,V, with the sameβc. For
this model we always fit forL � 8. The results are (in
all fits reported in this work, the full covariance matr
was used):

βc = 1.1813654(19), σ = 2.21(17),

(16)χ2/dof= 7.1/8.

Notice that, for using Eq.(15), an estimate ofν is
needed. Fortunately, a rough estimateν ≈ 0.78 (see
below) is enough, given the uncertainty inω andσ .
As for the amplitudes of the leading correction ter
we find

(17)BξV/L = 0.004(6), BU4,V = −0.001(3),

while the amplitudes̃B are of order one. We then se
that theL−σ term is crucial in order to obtain a sens
ble error estimate in theL → ∞ extrapolation.

At this point we may obtain two universal quan
ties,U∗

4,V andξ∗
V/L, namely, theL → ∞ limit of U4,V

and ξV/L evaluatedexactly at the critical coupling.
Again, due to the smallness of the leading scali
corrections, we extrapolated toL → ∞ using the fol-
lowing functional forms:

(18)
U4,V

(
βL,2L

c ,L
) ≈ U∗

4,V + CU4,V L−ω + C̃U4,V L−σ ,

(19)
ξV(β

L,2L
c ,L)

L
≈ ξ∗

V

L
+ CξV/LL−ω + C̃ξV/LL−σ .

Our numerical estimates forU4,V(β
L,2L
c ,L) and

ξV(β
L,2L
c ,L)/L are displayed in the third and four
Table 1
Effective critical points,βL,2L

c , of the O(5) model, from the cross
ing points of the dimensionless quantitiesξV/L andU4,V obtained
in lattices of sizesL and 2L. We also show the value of both qua
tities at their respective crossing point

L β
L,2L
c,ξV/L

ξV/L β
L,2L
c,U4,V

U4,V

6 1.179331(10) 0.275961(19) 1.182619(19) 1.069593
8 1.180656(8) 0.278757(18) 1.181896(12) 1.069544(

12 1.181202(4) 0.280487(17) 1.181492(7) 1.069673(
16 1.181313(4) 0.28105(2) 1.181410(6) 1.069705(
24 1.181353(3) 0.28137(2) 1.181371(5) 1.069746(
32 1.181365(3) 0.28146(3) 1.181371(4) 1.06976(2
48 1.181366(3) 0.28155(5) 1.181373(5) 1.06972(3
64 1.181362(4) 0.28142(9) 1.181370(6) 1.06982(6

columns ofTable 1. Although scaling-corrections ar
tiny, they can be clearly observed. Using Eqs.(18),
(19)we obtain

ξ∗
V

L
= 0.28145(13)

(
χ2

dof
= 2.9

3

)
,

(20)U∗
4,V = 1.06978(5)

(
χ2

dof
= 2.8

3

)
,

while the amplitudes of the leading scaling-correctio
are

(21)CξV/L = 0.002(3), CU4,V = 0.0002(6).

To obtain the critical exponents, we consider
operators∂βξV andχV,T whose associated exponen
are x∂βξV = ν + 1 andxχV,T = γV,T = ν(2 − ηV,T).
Taking the base 2 logarithm of the quotients,
Eq. (13), we obtain theeffective size dependent expo
nents shown inTable 2. In order to obtain their infinite
volume value, we use(13), including an explicitL−σ

term in the fit:

(22)Q
L,2L
O = 2xO/ν + AOL−ω + ÃOL−σ

(note that we have absorbed a constant factor 2xO/ν

into the amplitudesA for scaling-corrections). We ob
tain

ν = 0.780(2), σ = 2.15(19),

A∂βξV = −0.04(7), χ2/dof= 8.4/8,

ηV = 0.03405(3), σ = 2.27(19),

AχV = 0.0012(14), χ2/dof= 8.5/8,
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Fig. 1. Size-dependent estimators for the anomalous dimensions of the O(5) model as obtained from(L,2L) pairs, versusL−ω . We plot
estimates from the crossing points ofU4,V and ofξV/L. We use the valueω = 0.79, from Ref.[13].
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Table 2
L-dependent effective values of exponentsν, ηV and ηT for the

O(5) model, calculated fromQL,2L
O

L ν ηV ηT

6 0.7963(3) 0.04343(6) 1.3499(3)
8 0.7894(4) 0.03837(7) 1.34254(1

12 0.7849(4) 0.03554(5) 1.33780(1
16 0.7833(4) 0.03462(6) 1.33589(1
24 0.7819(7) 0.03430(10) 1.33455(1
32 0.7802(14) 0.03396(16) 1.3332(2)
48 0.7817(19) 0.0339(2) 1.3322(4)
64 0.781(4) 0.0341(4) 1.3321(7)

ηT = 1.3307(5), σ = 2.24(19),

(23)AχT = −0.0053(12), χ2/dof= 9.6/8.

Less than a 5% of the total error is due to the erro
ω = 0.79(4) for both ν andηV. For ηT it is about a
30%. There are two points to be made about the
trapolation:

• The O(5) model isnot an improved action[23]
(in the sense of exactly vanishing leading scali
corrections), sinceAχT is clearly non-zero (this is
also illustrated inFig. 1). Had we not considere
the tensorial operators, this would have been co
pletely missed.

• It is somehow disappointing to compare the ac
racy of the effective exponentν in Table 2with the
error in the extrapolation(23). Indeed, could we
safely setA∂βξV = 0, the final result would hav
beenν = 0.7813(4).

5. Results for the antiferromagnetic RP2 model

As we said before, qualitative arguments su
gest that the antiferromagneticRP2 model belongs
to the O(5) universality class. Our aim is to mak
the most astringent possible test of this hypot
sis, thus we perform here an update of a pre
ous study[6] of the RP2 critical quantities. We re
port here largely improved estimates for critical co
pling and exponents. Furthermore, we give estima
for the dimensionless quantityUs,∗

4 , that can be di-
rectly compared with theU∗

4,V obtained for the O(5)

model.
In this case, the extrapolation to the infinite volum

limit is more standard (see, for instance,[24]) than for
the O(5) model, because the amplitude of the lead
scaling-corrections are much larger in most cases
estimateω andβc, we consider pair of latticesL and
2L, performing a joint fit to Eq.(14) of the crossing
points of all four dimensionless quantities, imposin
common value ofβc andω (seeFig. 2). To control for
systematic errors due to higher-order corrections,
follow the following procedure. We perform the fit u
ing data forL � Lmin, seeking a value ofLmin where
a reasonable value ofχ2/dof is found. Furthermore
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tted

)
)
1)
3)
4)
Fig. 2. Crossing points of the different dimensionless quantities, for the(L,2L) pairs, as a function ofL−ω−1/ν . Lines are fits to Eq.(14),
constrained to yield common values ofβc andω. Theω used in theX axis correspond to the optimal value. Note that the minimum pair plo
is (12,24).

Table 3
Size-dependent estimators for the critical coupling and several universal quantities, as obtained from(L,2L) pairs, in theRP2 model. The last
row correspond to the infinite volume extrapolations

L β
L,2L
c,ξs/L Us

4 ν ηs ηf

8 −2.39892(18) 1.06810(8) 0.7848(12) 0.0390(3) 1.4155(6
12 −2.40487(13) 1.06805(11) 0.7871(16) 0.0364(4) 1.3902(7
16 −2.40670(12) 1.06849(14) 0.782(2) 0.0357(6) 1.3776(1
24 −2.40792(9) 1.06883(19) 0.779(3) 0.0351(7) 1.3655(1
32 −2.40846(7) 1.06868(18) 0.783(3) 0.0337(7) 1.3572(1

∞ −2.40899(13) 1.0691(5) 0.780(4) 0.032(2) 1.328(4)
tral
r-

-
log

ing
ly
n-

an

us-
ve

ns
-
n

the
ear
r

and,
e

ed,
we require that the fit performed forL > Lmin yield
compatible results. In that case, we report the cen
value from theL � Lmin fit, but taking the enlarged e
rors from theL > Lmin fit. We found thatLmin = 12 is
enough for the extrapolation ofβc. We obtain:

βc = −2.40899(13),

(24)ω = 0.78(4), χ2/dof= 8.5/10.

Once we have determinedω, we proceed to extrap
olateU

s,∗
4 , and the critical exponents, using the ana

of Eqs.(18), (19), (22)without the effectiveL−σ term.
Although one could consider all four types of cross
points,βL,2L

c , the resulting quotients would be high
correlated, making join fits scarcely useful. We co
centrate on the crossing point ofξs/L, which seems
the most natural quantity, as we are dealing with
antiferromagnetic model and it can be obtained
ing only the two-points correlation function. We ha
checked that other choices forβ

L,2L
c yield compatible

results, with slightly larger errors. Our extrapolatio
are shown together with the effectiveL-dependent es
timates inTable 3. Error estimates in the extrapolatio
include the effect of the uncertainty inω. For expo-
nentν, scaling corrections are completely buried in
statistical errors. We extrapolated with a simple lin
fit, usingLmin = 8. The situation is rather different fo
ηs. For that exponent, enlargingLmin systematically
increases the asymptotic estimate. On the other h
a fit quadratic inL−ω yields a linear term compatibl
with zero. The linear extrapolation withLmin = 16 is
identical to the quadratic extrapolation fromLmin = 8.
This is the result indicated inTable 3. As for ηf , we
have rather strong leading scaling corrections. Inde
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Fig. 3. Phase diagram of the extended antiferromagneticRP2 model, Eq.(26).
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a fit linear inL−ω yields basically identical results fo
Lmin = 8 andLmin = 12 (this is the result reported i
Table 3). Furthermore, a fit quadratic inL−ω including
all points, yieldedηf = 1.331(5). The extrapolation for
U

s,∗
4 is equally simple.
The extrapolation for other scale-invariant quan

ties, without an obvious correspondent in the O(5)

model, are:

ξs,∗

L
= 0.5379(17),

ξ f,∗

L
= 0.2236(15),

(25)U
f,∗
4 = 1.3114(6).

6. Next nearest neighbors coupling

A rather subtle question regards the symme
of the low-temperatureRP2 antiferromagnetic phas
[6,9]. A way of investigating this problem is to stud
the enlarged action

(26)S = −β1

∑
〈i,j〉

(�vi · �vj )
2 − β2

∑
〈〈i,j〉〉

(�vi · �vj )
2,

where an additional second-neighbors coupling is c
sidered.

The phase diagram forβ1 < 0 (Fig. 3) contains the
following regions (spins are classified aseven or odd,
according to the parity ofxi + yi + zi ):
• PM: the usual (paramagnetic) disordered st
where the O(3) symmetry of the action(26)is pre-
served.

• O(2): (say) even spins fluctuate almost para
to (say) theZ axis, with random sense (localZ2
symmetry), while odd spins fluctuate in the p
pendicular plane (global O(2) symmetry).

• O(1): two sublattices with ferromagnetic orde
ing in perpendicular directions, with random sen
(the localZ2 symmetry,�vi → −�vi is always pre-
served).

• Skyrmion/flux: the spins are parallel to the diag
nals of the unit cube, so that they point out from
the center (i.e., the propagator show three pe
at p0 = (π,π,0) and permutations). It is inter
esting to note the vectorial version of this pha
appear in models for colossal magnetoresista
oxides[25].

The most relevant results can be summarized as
lows:

• We have obtained critical exponents for seve
points along the PM–O(2) critical lines, with sig-
nificantly less accuracy than for theβ2 = 0 model.
No variation was observed within errors.

• The O(2)–O(1) critical line is repelled from the
β2 = 0 axis by the second-neighbors couplin
We interpret this as a competition with the ord
from-disorder mechanism[6,9] behind the PM–
O(2) transition.
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Table 4
Summary of infinite-volume estimates for the 3D antiferromagneticRP2, O(5) and O(4) models. We callη′ to ηf for RP2 and to theηT for
O(N) models. FT stands for field theory

Model βc ν η η′ U4

RP2 (this work) −2.40899(13) 0.780(4) 0.032(2) 1.328(4) 1.0691(5)

O(5) (this work) +1.1813654(19) 0.780(2) 0.03405(3) 1.3307(5) 1.06978(5)

O(5) (Ref. [18]) +1.18138(3) 0.779(3) 0.034(1) – 1.069(1)
O(5) (FT [13]) – 0.762(7) 0.034(4) – –
O(4) +0.935858(8) [27] 0.749(2) [28] 0.0365(10) [28] 1.375(5)[27] –
ver,
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• A naive analysis suggests that the O(2)–O(1) tran-
sition line should belong to theXY universality
class (consider first the limitβ1 = −∞, then the
identity cos2 θ = (1 + cos2θ)/2 for the less or-
dered face-centered cubic sublattice). Howe
we have found that this transition line is firs
order, as revealed by the double-peaked histog
of the second neighbors energy. We are able to
timate a non-zero latent-heat up toβ1 = −6. At
β1 = −4 the double-peak structure is still ea
to observe on small lattices. We presume that
whole line is first-order, although it could becom
very weak.

• The skyrmion–PM transition lines turned out to
first-order at all the checked points.

• Note that atβ1 = 0, we have two decoupled fe
romagneticRP2 models on the face-centered c
bic lattice (a model showing first-order transitio
well known in the liquids-crystal context[26]).
We should remark that a precise location of
triple point O(2)–O(1)–PM is very difficult to
achieve.

7. Conclusions

We have obtained high accuracy estimates of c
ical exponents and other universal quantities for
three-dimensional O(5) and the antiferromagneti
RP2 models, by means of Monte Carlo simulatio
finite-size scaling analysis and careful infinite-volum
extrapolation.

In the case of the O(5) model the coupling to the
leading irrelevant operator is rather weak, but n
vanishing, and one needs to consider higher-o
scaling corrections to obtain sensible error estima
In spite of that, our estimates for the critical coupli
and the anomalous dimensions for the vector and
sor representations improve significantly over pre
ous work (seeTable 4).

For theRP2 model, the leading scaling correctio
are sizeable. It is amusing that we are able to
tain numerically (for the first time, we believe) a
estimate for the (universal) scaling-correction ex
nentω = 0.78(4), of accuracy comparable to the pe
turbative field-theoretical estimate[13] ω = 0.79(2).
As Table 4 shows, within the achieved accurac
both models seem to belong to the same univer
ity class (for comparison, we also show results fr
the O(4) universality class). To conclude this, o
needs to accept that in theRP2 model, the wave
function renormalization for the propagator pole
p0 = (π,π,π) is as for the O(5) fundamental field,
while at p0 = (0,0,0) is as for the O(5) tensor
field.

We have also obtained the phase-diagram of
RP2 model extended with a second nearest-neighb
interaction. We have found a rich phase diagram.
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